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Key Takeaways Market Snapshots 
 

 US stocks broadly closed Monday’s session on a lower note 

after an early rally waned in response to California’s decision to 

roll back on reopening amid surging Covid-19 cases. Cases 

continued to rise in the US and worldwide; the WHO said that 

globally, cases rose by 1mil in a span of five days; the US continued 

to see record increase where states like Florida alone added 15,000 

cases in a single-day. Hong Kong meanwhile is battling its third 

wave by swiftly introducing strict social distancing rules.  

 

 The Dow Jones alongside its major peers had started the week with 

encouraging gains, ahead of the earnings season that kicks off 

today, rising more than 400pts before easing from the top of 2,6639 

to finish the day little changed (+0.04%). The S&P 500 fell 0.94%, 

led by losses in the infotech and telecommunication sectors. The 

tech-heavy NASDAQ was down by 2.1% from its record high, 

snapping a three-day gaining streak. Stocks in Europe and Asia had 

closed higher earlier. Meanwhile, US treasury yields fell on Monday 

as investors bought the safer assets; 10Y UST yield fell 2.6bps to 

0.618%. Gold price rose slightly (+0.2%) back above $1800/ounce. 

Crude oil fell more than 1% - Brent crude settled at $42.72/barrel 

and WTI at $40.1/barrel. As of writing, stock futures are pointing 

to mixed openings in key Asian markets later. Investors will be 

closely scrutinizing US big banks’ 2Q earnings results tonight.  

 

 Singapore officially entered technical recession with the 2Q 

GDP advance estimates. GDP growth fell by 12.6% YOY and 

41.2% QOQ SAAR, coming off a previous 0.7% YOY and 4.7% 

QOQ SAAR drop. The circuit breaker which lasted from 7 April to 2 

June was mainly responsible for the disruption in business activities. 

Construction saw its growth roughly halved, while services also 

contracted 13.6% YOY. 

 

 The USD weakened on Monday despite higher risk aversion. DXY 

was down by 0.2%, closing at 96.646, mainly as EUR gained. We 

are neutral on the USD for the week ahead. While sentiment is 

fragile, the general view is that the US would not re-enter any 

second lockdown even as cases surge in the country. Economic 

data and central bank policies will likely be key drivers. 

 

 USDMYR was little changed (+0.07%) at 4.2640 on Monday, in line 

with our neutral expectations in the absence of any key market 

driver. The pair may open slightly higher today to catch up with some 

USD gains overnight. We continue to see USDMYR moving on a 

neutral note, potentially swinging between minor gains and losses 

in response to volatile sentiment, baring from any major 

fundamental factor such as the escalation of US-China tensions. 

The pair should sit comfortably within 4.25- 4.29 in our view. 
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Up Next 

Date Event Prior 

14/07 US NFIB Small Business Optimism (Jun) 94.4 

 US CPI YoY (Jun) 0.1% 

 EU Industrial Production SA MoM (May) -17.1% 

 EU ZEW Survey Expectations (Jul) 58.6 

 UK Monthly GDP (3M/3M) (May) -10.4% 

 UK Industrial Production MoM (May) -20.3% 

 UK Visible Trade Balance GBP/Mn (May) -£7490m 

 UK ILO Unemployment Rate 3Mths (May) 3.9% 

 UK Employment Change 3M/3M (May) 6k 

 JP Industrial Production YoY (May F) -25.9% 

 CN Exports YoY (Jun) -3.3% 

15/07 US MBA Mortgage Applications (10 Jul) 2.2% 

 US Import Price Index YoY (Jun) -6.0% 

 US Empire Manufacturing (Jul) -0.2 

 US Industrial Production MoM (Jun) 1.4% 

 UK CPI YoY (Jun) 0.5% 

 JN BOJ Policy Balance Rate (15 Jul) -0.1% 

 AU Westpac Consumer Conf Index (Jul) 93.7 
Source: Bloomberg 

Overnight Economic Data 

Nil  

Last Price  DoD % YTD %

Dow Jone s Ind. 26,085.80          0.04 -8.59

S&P 5 0 0 3,155.22            -0.94 -2.34

FTSE 10 0 6,176.19            1.33 -18.11

Ha ng Se ng 25,772.12          0.17 -8.58

KLCI 1,606.43            0.92 1.11

STI 2,631.08            -0.81 -18.36

Dolla r Inde x 96.46                 -0.2 0.1

WTI oil ($ /bbl) 40.10                 -1.11 -34.33

Bre nt oil ($ /bbl) 42.72                 -1.20 -35.27

Gold (S /oz) 1,802.76            0.23 18.75

CPO (RM/tonne ) 2,400.00            -1.94 -20.67
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 Macroeconomics 
 

 Singapore GDP fell 12.6% YOY in 2Q: Singapore officially entered 

technical recession with the 2Q GDP advance estimates. GDP growth 

fell by 12.6% YOY and 41.2% QOQ SAAR, coming off a previous 0.7% 

YOY and 4.7% QOQ SAAR drop. The circuit breaker which lasted from 

7 April to 2 June was mainly responsible for the disruption in business 

activities. Construction saw its growth roughly halved, while services 

also contracted 13.6% YOY. 

 

 Major Asian and European data coming up; US earnings in focus: 

 After a quiet Monday, the economic calendar is packed with first 

tiered data. Up next is China’s June international trade data. 

Analysts are expecting a 2% YOY decline according to a 

Bloomberg survey.  

 European data are expected to be out in the afternoon and they 

include the UK job report, industrial production, monthly GDP as 

well as the Eurozone’s industrial production and Germany ZEW 

Survey.  

 At night, while the spotlight is on earnings of JP Morgan, Citigroup 

and Wells Fargo, US CPI and the Small Business Optimism Index 

will also be on investors’ radar.  

 

 

Forex 
 

 
MYR (Neutral) 

 USDMYR was little changed (+0.07%) at 4.2640 on Monday, in line with our 

neutral expectations in the absence of any key market driver. The pair may 

open slightly higher today to catch up with some USD gains overnight.  

 We continue to see USDMYR moving on a neutral note, potentially swinging 

between minor gains and losses in response to volatile sentiment, baring 

from any major fundamental factor such as the escalation of US-China 

tensions. The pair should sit comfortably within 4.25- 4.29 in our view. 

 

USD (Neutral)  

 The USD weakened on Monday despite higher risk aversion. DXY was down 

by 0.2%, closing at 96.646, mainly as EUR gained.  

 We are neutral on the USD for the week ahead. While sentiment is fragile, 

the general view is that the US would not re-enter any second lockdown even 

as cases surge in the country. Economic data and central bank policies will 

likely be key drivers. 

 

EUR (Neutral) 

 EUR/USD gained 0.39% on Monday, after hitting a high of 1.1374. Pair is 

now moving sideways close to 1.135 after paring gains. 

 Momentum has turned neutral in our view. We are neutral EUR/USD for the 

week. Economic data may shift pair depending on differentials. 

 

GBP (Neutral) 

 GBP weakened by 0.53%, contrasting with GBP’s gain. This made 

GBP/USD move closer to 1.255. This came as China announced sanctions 

against US officials. 

 In the week ahead, we see GBP/USD trading range-bound within 1.2550-

1.2650 unless there is any major disappointment to UK industrial production 

and CPI numbers.  

 

JPY (Neutral) 

 JPY weakened by 0.35% on Monday, contradicting Friday’s moves. This 

moved USD/JPY above 107 handle without any breakthrough. 

 We remain neutral on the JPY, expecting the pair to stay comfortably within 

106-108. Any diversion from the range is unlikely in the short term.  

 

AUD (Neutral-to-Bearish) 

 AUD/USD was down a further 0.14% on Monday after Friday’s losses. This 

came after Monday open saw AUD gains and a high of 0.6993. 

 The pair’s outlook is subject to the new lockdowns imposed in Melbourne 

and parts of Victoria, China’s GDP data and Australia job report. We see 

0.70 as a huge resistance. Consolidation may continue. As the AUD/USD 

pair remains above its moving averages, some return to 0.67 levels is 

possible if market fears climb some more. 

 

SGD (Neutral) 

 USD/SGD dipped by 0.04% on Monday. Pair was slightly up on Tuesday 

after Singapore GDP release. Singapore officially entered technical 

recession with a huge collapse in 2Q activity. 

 Momentum upwards looks limited for now, with psychological 1.4000 big 

figure resistance holding up. For the week ahead, focus is on China’s GDP 

data (Thursday). 
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DISCLAIMER 

 

This report is for information purposes only and does not take into account the investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of any 

particular recipient. The information contained herein does not constitute the provision of investment advice and is not intended as an offer or 

solicitation with respect to the purchase or sale of any of the financial instruments mentioned in this report and will not form the basis or a part of 

any contract or commitment whatsoever. 

The information contained in this publication is derived from data obtained from sources believed by Hong Leong Bank Berhad (“HLBB”) to be 

reliable and in good faith, but no warranties or guarantees, representations are made by HLBB with regard to the accuracy, completeness or 

suitability of the data. Any opinions expressed reflect the current judgment of the authors of the report and do not necessarily represent the opinion 

of HLBB or any of the companies within the Hong Leong Bank Group (“HLB Group”). The opinions reflected herein may change without notice and 

the opinions do not necessarily correspond to the opinions of HLBB. HLBB does not have an obligation to amend, modify or update this report or 

to otherwise notify a reader or recipient thereof in the event that any matter stated herein, or any opinion, projection, forecast or estimate set forth 

herein, changes or subsequently becomes inaccurate.  

HLB Group, their directors, employees and representatives do not have any responsibility or liability to any person or recipient (whether by reason 

of negligence, negligent misstatement or otherwise) arising from any statement, opinion or information, expressed or implied, arising out of, 

contained in or derived from or omission from the reports or matter. HLBB may, to the extent permitted by law, buy, sell or hold significantly long or 

short positions; act as investment and/or commercial bankers; be represented on the board of the issuers; and/or engage in ‘market making’ of 

securities mentioned herein. The past performance of financial instruments is not indicative of future results. Whilst every effort is made to ensure 

that statements of facts made in this report are accurate, all estimates, projections, forecasts, expressions of opinion and other subjective judgments 

contained in this report are based on assumptions considered to be reasonable as of the date of the document in which they are contained and 

must not be construed as a representation that the matters referred to therein will occur.  Any projections or forecasts mentioned in this report may 

not be achieved due to multiple risk factors including without limitation market volatility, sector volatility, corporate actions, the unavailability of 

complete and accurate information. No assurance can be given that any opinion described herein would yield favorable investment results. 

Recipients who are not market professional or institutional investor customer of HLBB should seek the advice of their independent financial advisor 

prior to taking any investment decision based on the recommendations in this report.  

HLBB may provide hyperlinks to websites of entities mentioned in this report, however the inclusion of a link does not imply that HLBB endorses, 

recommends or approves any material on the linked page or accessible from it. Such linked websites are accessed entirely at your own risk. HLBB 

does not accept responsibility whatsoever for any such material, nor for consequences of its use. 

This report is not directed to, or intended for distribution to or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in any state, 

country or other jurisdiction where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law or regulation. This report is for the use 

of the addressees only and may not be redistributed, reproduced or passed on to any other person or published, in part or in whole, for any purpose, 

without the prior, written consent of HLBB. The manner of distributing this report may be restricted by law or regulation in certain countries. Persons 

into whose possession this report may come are required to inform themselves about and to observe such restrictions. By accepting this report, a 

recipient hereof agrees to be bound by the foregoing limitations. 
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